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About This Game

Join the War Against Real Terror!

Soldiers of the Universe is a story-driven first person shooter game that tells the story of a group of soldiers fighting against
terrorist organizations in the Middle-East.

Story

The Republic of Turkey has a secret organization called "Akinci Warriors" who specializes in secret military operations. Our
hero Hakan takes over his father Selim Kahraman’s place as "The Toyga" of Akinci Warriors. He will lead military operations to

take his father’s revenge and he will fight against the enemies of the state. Having trained in military and various branches of
science for many years Hakan will be fighting a relentless struggle against terrorists along with three other heroes that joined to

his side. After meeting Mr. Barbaros and Akıncı warriors, a lot will change in Hakan's life. He will learn what "patriotism"
really means and he will understand the importance of fighting for his own country but not for his personal devils. With the
intelligence gathered by Republic of Turkey, The Military and Akinci Warriors; our heroes will carry out operations against

various terror organizations at Southeast Anatolia, Northern Syria and Istanbul.

Operation Locations

• Cizre / Sirnak / Turkey
• Nusaybin / Mardin / Turkey
• Jarabulus / Aleppo / Syria
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• Al-bab / Aleppo / Syria
• Sultanahmet / Istanbul / Turkey

Development Process

This is the first game of a handful devoted indie game developers at Rocwise Entertainment. We worked for countless days and
nights to make it possible to put up this story-driven FPS game of ours within a few months on a tight budget.

After finishing concept, design and story elements in February 2017, development process of Soldiers of The Universe (SoTU)
finally came to an end. Initially, we were planning to release SoTU in July 2017. But to make a smooth launch and more

importantly, to get face to face feedback from the players, we decided to postpone our release date to match with the first day
of GameX 2017 International Digital Gaming and Entertainment Expo.

*Visuals, gameplay mechanics and animations on this page does not represent the final quality of the experience.
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Title: Soldiers of the Universe
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Rocwise Entertainment
Publisher:
Rocwise Entertainment
Release Date: 14 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-Bit or later

Processor: Intel Core i3-3225 @ 3.30GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce GTX 500 Series 1GB / AMD Radeon HD 6000 Series 1GB

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 15 GB available space

Sound Card: N/A

English,Turkish,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Simplified Chinese,Russian
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Game is too short even for 60 cents. I come from Total War: Three Kingdom.. after finish a campaign.. I'm looking for
something light.

Wallaaa* i bought this game =)

and i play 7h straight after that.. haha (prove i have no life) cough*

ahem back to topic.. This is a wonderful RPG game. An awesome spin on the deck-building system. Cool graphics, great design
and funny characters with great atmospheric music. I highly recommend this game =). I'd rate 9\/10 only because I can't call in
kill streaks and install texture packs. otherwise, its a good game. I'm eager to see expansions on gamemodes in the near future..
The campaign is absolutely worthless but playing a regular skirmish either hotseat or singleplayer makes it the best homm game
since 3. The multiplayer usually works but there are some bugs. If you dont want your whole campaign breaking, consider not
playing necropolis because after a while it will break. And somehow I still recommend this game because it is a great time..
Didn't play it yet, Its probably good.. I don't know what to say this game is just awsome
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This game is much better than I expected. Having played a lot of hours of it I continue to be impressed by the gameplay. I've
played a lot of 4X games and although many of them have some excellent features they tend to be a massive grind. I've found
that to be a problem, mid-game they become less space! and more spreadsheet. I'm impressed by this game because it has a
strong strategic component, it is very well designed and a lot of fun.
Pros. Gameplay is much better than I expected. Movement is unusual but excellent and the simple but effective flight range
mechanic turns this into a proper strategy game. It has sufficient 4X meat on its bones to stay interesting. The alien species are
numerous and sufficiently different to give replayability. There is actual strategy in this game compared to many more recent
4X games which can be simply economy sims or CIV inspired. This game loads and processes action extremely quickly on a
modern PC. This is also cheap which makes it a low cost to try.
Cons. This is an old game. Graphics are not what you would get in a 2016 release. There is no vessel design system (ship classes
and upgrades only). It lacks the bells and whistles of a modern release.
This is very much of the vintage of the original "Masters of Orion" but it is also a bit of a lost classic in the 4X genre. It is rare
for me to find a 4x game that is better than I expected, this one is definitely better IMHO than many much more expensive
alternatives. Try it!. This game is so calm and relaxed it is a great way to blow off some steam after you have a tough day.
Sometimes the puzzles are difficult to complete but your mind will be much clearer after seeing these great graphics and music.
This game shows an accurate if not exact likeness of nature.. Good game, but the maps are kinda boring because they don't seem
to change that much as you level up.. Visibility is a very, very dark game. It is very hard (nearly impossible) to see the structure
of the levels. So the game is really harder than i thought it would be. It is entertaining and really worth the money. You have to
be patient and concentrated, to make it through the levels! I played already 30 minutes and only made it trough the first two
proper levels. So it will take some time to finish the game. I already love this game and it's beautiful soundtrack!
But there are still some things i miss:
- Fullscreen
- A longer soundtrack
But i think this will come with patches in the near future. ^^ I highly recommend to play this game at night for relaxing
gameplay ;)

Edit: Fullscreen got patched!. This is delightful, as fun as DLC Quest or Knights of Pen and Paper. The squiggly graphics are
crisp and abstract and the lettering is surprisingly very legible. The NPC comments are hilarious in an unexpected way. The
controls feel fine using a 360-controller, about as good as minecraft imo. Be warned, this game is hard. It quickly ramps up at
the start of level 3 of the first land.

...also, someone mentioned that the music is epic. I couldn\u2019t agree more. Fantastic.. The story was pretty good but I was
Disappointed for the multiplayer because no one was on any of the few servers and that's the only reason I got the game on
steam in the first place. over all if you want to play this game for the multiplayer good luck trying to find a server with at least 1
person in it. But if you want to get it for the Singleplayer go ahead. in my opinion the story is a solid 7\/10 and thats pretty good
for a battlefield game if you ask me. graphics is a good 8\/10 for its time. But what I really dislike is that you need to use a third
party launcher to even go online and it forgets your password after a while.. Best game on the market
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